Termly Overview

Maths


In Maths we will continue to secure our times table recall. We encourage you to access
TT rockstars at home to practise times tables up to 12.



We will continue to follow the White Rose Maths scheme. Children will work at their
age and ability levels covering topics including fractions, time, shape, Statisticsmass and
capacity.



We will continue to include problem solving and reasoning tasks within our work including word problems and mastery challenges.

History


To research different religions within Ancient Egypt



The history of Slavery in Egypt



Lives of children in Ancient and Modern Egypt



To understand the timeline of history.



To research Tututankhamen and find out how artefacts can teach us
about the past.

Literacy


To create a fact file of the different Egyptian Gods



Tp use the features of letters in our writing.



To create a poster for a new exhibit using persuasive language.



To complete 2 reading comprehensions per week developing
our fact finding strategies in texts.



To write in hieroglyphics

Geography


To learn about the Egyptian landscape and find out how it impacted on people’s lives in Ancient Egypt.



To research how rivers are formed and why they flood.



To be able to find Egypt on a world map and be able to recognise key countries surrounding it.



Look at environmental and physical factors that have changed between Ancient and Modern Egypt.



To understand the importance of locating villages and towns near the river Nile.



Fair Trade Week (8th May 2021)

Creativity

Individuality



-Daily mood trackers to explore trends.







The children will be creating their own hieroglyphs.
Using creative skills to draw/design their own Egyptian painting.
Creating and designing our own settlement.
Making our own pyramids
A variety of crafts including salt dough amulets, Canopic jars and
Pharaoh headdress.
Look into Artist (Michelle Reader)

-Weekly personal target setting, to earn Golden Time at the end of the week.
-Be healthy (healthy eating)
-Be active (PE)
-Mindfulness
-Earth Day (22nd April 2021)
- Queen Birthday (21st April 2021)

